FUSION

ON PREMISE APPLIANCE

FRONT

BACK

FUSION 500

FUSION 2K

FUSION 10K

CPU:

4C/4T E3-1220V6 3.0G

4C/8T E3-1230V6 3.5G

8C/16T 3.7G

RAM:

4GB

8GB

16GB

HDD:

SSD-256GB

SSD-512GB

RAID 1-SSD 512GB

NIC:

4x1Gbit

4x1Gbit

4x1 Gbit, 2x SFP+

PSU:

Single

Dual PSU

Dual PSU

USERS:

500

2000

10,000

THROUGHPUT:

500Mbit/s

1Gbit/s

10Gbit/s

FEATURES
EASY LOGIN

DATA COLLECTION

MARKETING TOOLS

GUEST ENGAGEMENT

MONETISATION OPTIONS

WIFI PACKAGES

API

EVENT MANAGEMENT

Email, social media, one-click, autoconnect, and loyalty membership login
with additional benefits.
Real-time communication with your
guest’s via browser injection jets and
email marketing integration
Connect to other hospitality and loyalty
membership platforms to share data and
enable better personalised experience
and additional benefits for guests

See useful user and network reports.
Export user contact email addresses

Control over charges for WiFi and
any limits required on duration and
bandwidth
Tools to create multiple WiFi networks
in a single venue with options to
create network names for sponsorship
opportunities

www.captivnet.com

Integrate with email marketing platforms,
conference settings and CRM

You can set access to free or paid and
set limits on time and bandwidth

EVENT MANAGEMENT TOOL
With our conference manager tool, event organisers can offer secure and
encrypted WIFi that is simple to administer. SSIDs can be personalised
for specific events and can provide monetisation options. Multiple
conferences and events can be catered for, each having their own private
network allocated to their own rooms, halls and zones. The bandwidth
can be set to accommodate the number of expected users ensuring a
consistent quality of service for all attendees.
Login pages, custom SSIDs, and URL redirects can be created and
allocated to each event, providing sponsorship opportunities where 3rd
parties or event organisers can promote their brand and content.
With the event schedule tool, conferences and their specific
requirements can be created in advance and set to automatically
activate on the day of the conference.
After the event, organisers can see usage reports, monitor how the
network performed, view location data, and export user contact details.

GUEST & VISITOR ENGAGEMENT
EMAIL & SMS

After a guest has authenticated onto the network, email and SMS
messages can be sent directly to the guest welcoming them to
the hotel, or scheduled to keep them updated about hotel services
and promotions.

SURVEYS
Guests can be directed to satisfaction surveys that are
created in the WiFi management dashboard. Easily monitor
guest feedback and create alerts based on the results.
URL REDIRECTS

Redirect guests as they login to any webpage. This can
include pages detailing hotel promotions and services, thirdparty adverting or sponsored pages, or to loyalty membership
registration pages.

BRANDED PORTAL PAGES

The login pages that guest see when they connect to the WiFi
provide an opportunity to showcase the hotel brand and display
localised information about the individual hotels.

LOCATION TRACKING

Guests can be tracked around your venue and have targeted
messages sent to them depending on their location

www.captivnet.com
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